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he movement for Palestinian human rights and self-determination
has had its ups and downs in Canada, as outlined in this book, but
overall, I have always seen it as a steady progression forward, a movement growing in strength and breadth despite formidable obstacles and
challenges. Deeply committed activists from many diverse backgrounds
have managed, remarkably, to maintain a level of activism and public
awareness that has defied the odds, inspiring hope and possibility. The
same has not always been the case in the political arena. I was elected
as a member of parliament (mp) in 1997 until I left in 2015. During
those eighteen years on the Hill, I was keenly involved in working for
Palestinian recognition and rights. It was an experience in the latter
years that sometimes left me in despair and turmoil, so different from
my first years on the Hill, which had made me feel immensely positive
about the work and interest of my fellow mps on this critical issue.
If you talk to most activists today about their Palestine work, they
will likely have personal stories about how hard it was, and still is in
many ways, to crack the wall of silence and inaction on Palestine in the
political sphere. It is a striking contrast to the incredible activism taking place in the community, on campuses, at faith centres and in the
labour movement. This book addresses some of the challenges faced by
the movement, what has been learned and what work is still to be done.
The elephant in the room remains the sparse action, if not silence, from
the elected, who on so many other issues are willing to speak out with
aptitude and force and conviction. It bears examining why, on this issue,
it has been so challenging to make them speak up.
I recall that in my earliest days on Parliament Hill there were many
events on the Middle East — cultural, political and educational — that
amplified the voices in the community and brought them into the halls
of Parliament. This built a sense of solidarity and connectedness, as well
as the idea that mps could be strong allies and advocates for Palestine. I
1
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worked with many groups to plan and host a variety of functions aimed
at fostering awareness, understanding and action for Palestinians. Some
of these events would garner a high participation rate of mps from different parties who were eager to hear guest speakers such as Norman
Finklestein, Jeff Halper, Robert Fisk, Salman Abu Sita and Nahla Abdo.
The events were engaging and informative, fostering dialogue and understanding. mps heard about the human conditions in the occupied territories, the right of return, house demolitions, the wall, the assembly of
road networks connecting settlements and the historical context. Often
mps would bring greetings from their political party, and local community members could openly engage with mps. None of this seemed extraordinary at the time. After all, Parliament is meant to be the epitome
of broad public discourse and exchange of views and the place for questioning Canada’s role in the world. Most mps belong to one or several
international friendship associations and groups, and on many an evening it was not unusual to see competing events taking place, where mps
would dash from one event to another to be seen and noted. At a formal
governmental level, Canada chaired the Refugee Working Group, which
was part of multi-lateral Middle East peace process and seemed open to
dialogue on issues like the right of return for Palestine refugees.
But that common, and in many ways comforting, scene began to
change in the early 2000s, culminating with the election of Conservative
Party leader Stephen Harper as Canada’s prime minister in 2006. In tandem was a steady rise in the voices and lobby efforts by friends of Israel,
making it clear that the public discourse and the openness of mps to speak
about the Middle East was about to dramatically change course. In the
following years, an atmosphere of fear, censure and near-McCarthyism
descended on the Hill like a shadow, with full effect. Attendance at events
dwindled, and it was common to hear mps say that even though they
personally supported the issue of justice for Palestine, they were afraid
to speak out for fear of being branded as antisemitic, or they may even
face some level of censure from their party. It was a momentous downward slide. The Canada Palestine Parliamentary Friendship Association
continued to exist, but only a mere handful of us remained active, and so
we had to meet in someone’s office to quietly confer about what we could
do. If we did manage to organize an event and a guest speaker, we would
be lucky to see a few faithful mps attend. Fear is a powerful weapon. It
shuts people down and debilitates open debate. We came to understand
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that the political blocks and the climate of fear were real, and they did
much damage to open discussion and support for Palestine.
The uncritical pro-Israel rhetoric of the government was sharpening
in tone and frequency simultaneously with the growing power and presence of pro-Israel lobbyists. Their message was chillingly clear: dare to
speak out, dare to act, and you will feel the negative impact both personally and politically for doing so. I look back now in astonishment that
even introducing petitions to do with Israel or the Middle East (a profoundly basic parliamentary procedure and daily occurrence just after
Question Period) became an act of defiance that generated questioning
and possible censure. That is when it became clear to me that the actions and words of mps were being closely monitored and tracked by
outside Zionist groups who would report our apparent misdemeanour
to the party leadership. Things got worse. Organized and sophisticated
work by pro-Israel groups was underway to host meetings and official
conferences of mps, with the goal of establishing definitions of antisemitism that were designed to choke free speech and silence criticism of
harmful Israeli policies. There was a powerful alliance of government interests and outside groups working closely together on these initiatives.
Combatting antisemitism and advocating for the rights of Palestinians
are not mutually exclusive, despite what the pro-Israel lobby would have
us believe. Both need to be part of a basic social justice framework. I
cannot recall any other geographic area on the globe where basic discussion was so subject to fear and reprisal.
The attack on the World Trade Centre in 2001, and the growth of
Islamophobia which followed, fuelled the politically motivated drive of
liberal governments, resulting in hyper and discriminatory federal legislation to curtail civil liberties under the guise of protecting the security
of Canadians. Subsequent legislation from Conservative governments
targeted Canadians of Arabic background or Muslim faith as suspect.
Community organizations that had previously received government funding, such as Palestine House, for community-based services, and Kairos
Canada, for foreign aid to Palestinians, suddenly faced charges of wrongdoing and the termination of their funding. The dark and toxic political
environment on Parliament Hill was now evident in the community too.
Despite these daunting challenges, work and advocacy continued on
and off the Hill. I recall sitting in the House of Commons with a couple of other colleagues for hours and hours, even into days, to ensure

4
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that a unanimous consent motion could not be passed condemning the
Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions movement (bds). It was a game of
cat and mouse, for as long as one of us was present to deny unanimous
consent, the supporters of such a motion could not sneak it through.
A small group of senators too, particularly Pierre De Bané, Marcel
Prud’Homme and Pierre Claude Nolin, all now deceased, showed great
courage to support Palestinian rights and the work of the Parliamentary
Friendship Association. And on the outside, Canadians for Justice and
Peace in the Middle East (cjpme) and Independent Jewish Voices (ijv)
steadfastly kept up communication with mps as much as they could to
provide factual information, countering the growing anti-Palestinian
propaganda and rhetoric.
Amazingly, a small group of mps — three of us — visited the West
Bank and Jerusalem in 2009, and two of us then continued to Gaza to
witness the damage and destruction of Operation Cast Lead by the Israel
Defence Forces (idf). I recall so well that before we left, the Department
of Foreign Affairs officials went to great lengths to tell us that if we “got
into trouble” in Gaza they would do nothing to help us. Not that we
anticipated any trouble, but it was a clear message that their usual policy
of assisting mps while travelling was off the table. Upon our return we
tabled our report in Parliament, only to be met with hostility from
pro-Israel mps who wanted the report quashed. I also recall speaking
in Parliament in dismay, responding to government initiatives to trash
the Goldstone Report, the product of a UN fact-finding mission into
human rights abuses during the 2008–09 Israeli assault on Gaza. “The
Conservative attacks are reminiscent of McCarthyism and have no place
in Canadian society,” I had said. Unfortunately, my comments were not,
even in hindsight, exaggerated.
The predominant perception in the Canadian Parliament during
those years, as I detailed in my memoir Outside In (published in 2019),
was that the Jewish community was of one mind when it came to supporting the policies of Israel and its occupation of Palestinian land and
that no opposing view could be tolerated. Of course, this was not true
then, and it certainly is not true today.
I am glad to say that the political environment with respect to the
Middle East is improving these days, but it is still fragile and precarious. The courageous work that is being done in the community to foster
education and factual discussion on this issue has been critical to sus-
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taining links between the Palestine solidarity movement and individual
mps and political parties, creating more openness and comfort for mps
to speak out. There have been a number of organized visits for mps to
the occupied territories to see for themselves what is going on, separate from the regular visits organized by pro-Israel groups. In 2018, a
multi-party delegation of eighteen mps undertook an extensive visit to
the West Bank. And on social media it is more common now to see mps
make statements in support of Palestinians and their rights. There are
even instances where mps and senators from different parties are willing
to work together; for example, in May 2021, during Israel’s latest assault
on Gaza, twenty-four mps and two senators from five political parties
signed a joint letter calling for sanctions against Israel. It is also important to maintain pressure and encourage support within political parties
themselves. Members can organize and bring forward resolutions at
policy conventions to push their leadership to take a principled stance
for Palestine. This was done successfully by grassroots members of the
ndp in April 2021, adopting, by a significant majority, a resolution in
support of a ban on trade with illegal settlements and an arms embargo
on Israel. However, unless members and activists keep up the pressure,
there is always a concern that the leadership may retreat to a more cautious and comfortable position.
Despite the gains made in recent years, mps who speak out for
Palestinian human rights still face unfounded charges of antisemitism
and are often told they must be “balanced” in what they say. Balance is
not an unworthy principle in general, but in this context, the idea of balance is promoted as a convenient political response to promote the notion that both sides are equal and both sides should have equal balance.
Of course, this denies the history and reality of Israel’s illegal occupation
and its crushing of human rights. There are not two equal sides; there
is an occupier and those who are occupied. In this context “balance”
means upholding an unjust status quo.
This book clearly and forthrightly lays out the case for the growing
strength of the pan-Canadian Palestinian solidarity movement and the
need to make connections with people in elected office, especially at the
federal level. It articulates the need for an honest and open discourse
that must lead to Canadian actions in support of international law and
human rights, whether at the UN, in the international community or
within Canada.
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Change is possible when we are engaged, when we build trust and
when we create real space for debate. Our goal should be to continue to
build the movement for Palestinian recognition, both inside the formal
world of politics and within the broader public realm. To do so means
understanding the barriers that exist and working hard to lobby and
educate mps both individually and (where possible) with political parties. It means working together with respect and in common purpose,
even if there is some disagreement now and then.
We will always need to be vigilant and to push back on the censorship
and political dogma that wants to shut down critical analysis and action.
Parliamentarians must stand up to antisemitism and at the same time
call for justice for Palestinians.

Ex

—Libby Davies, mp 1997–2015, author, Outside In:
A Political Memoir (2019, Between the Lines)
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We are like the
wholeness of the sun
the light sinks
into the
earth.

– From Turtle Island to Gaza

O

Ex

jibwe and French-Canadian poet David Groulx writes of the
shared experience of colonized peoples, extending this even further to the shared responsibilities of and toward all our relations (2019:
3.0). For many years, advocacy for and by colonized peoples has been
mischaracterized as narrowly nationalist at best, and dangerously hostile at worst (Said 1979). Prejudices have dehumanized and discredited
survivors’ searches and struggles for dignity and justice (Maracle 2017).
When battling internal fear and insecurity, each of us is challenged to
turn these toward motivation for solidarity with all others facing injustice, racism, colonialism and discrimination or marginalization of any
kind. The personal struggle against fear can determine if we seek power
and control over others or if we instead recognize not only our own fears
but also the fears of others (Maté 2019; El-Bekai 2016; Jhally 1998 quoting Edward Said). This personal struggle is made even more difficult by
efforts to divide and thereby weaken resistance to injustice (Choudry,
Hanley and Shragge 2012). Solidarity cannot be presumed; it must be
built (Desai 2021; Kelley 2019). This can be done through a shared vision or path, such as the one in the poem above.
This book is about those who have turned their inner fear into solidarity instead of control. It is about the highs and lows of these strug13
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gles. Those who advocate for Palestine as allies all have something that
brought them to that advocacy. And Palestinians who advocate as allies
with others do so in recognition of a shared path. Building community
and healing from inner fears are mutual activities. As activist Harsha
Walia says, “For me, as for many others, social movement organizing has
been healing and empowering precisely because within it and through it
I have found a means to redeem and liberate myself from all the injustices, categories, and assumptions laid on me” (2013: 274).
This book also explores what brings people to advocacy for Palestine
on Turtle Island and how such advocacy is contingent on challenging
far-reaching systems of injustice and structural violence (Matuk, this
volume; Nestel, this volume; Walia 2020; Galtung 1990, 1985, 1975,
1969, 1964). It also explores how advocacy for Palestine is a canary in
the coal mine, an early sufferer of what is coming for others. Through
navigating advocacy for Palestine on Turtle Island, we investigate the
production of fear through structures of racist hierarchies (Alexander
1983) and, as its counter, the extraordinary and life-affirming responses
that build solidarity and healing.

Turtle Island/Canada and Palestine/Israel

Ex

Fusheeyea Mitre Tabasharini was born in 1864 to an Arabic-speaking
family on a mountaintop in the eastern stretches of the Mediterranean
coastline (Leney 1996). But at the age of 30, she left to never return. The
father of her four children had died and, rather than accept her inheritance, she chose to emigrate (Leney 1996). Travelling alone, her voyage
took her to Algonquin territory on Turtle Island. She was rejoined by
her children and taught them the ways of their new home. She spoke
Algonquin. She never learned English or French and creatively foiled efforts by the Hudson Bay Company’s men to harm or hinder her relations
with First Nations (Leney 1996).
White settlers on Turtle Island would rename parts as “Canada” and
the “United States.” The sovereignty of Indigenous Nations, with constitutional confederacy agreements, records of treaties, and decisionmaking processes (Sabzalian 2019; Sabzalian and Shear 2018; HornMiller 2013), came under attack by those same colonial structures. The
populations of First Nations, Métis and Inuit were decimated through
physical attack, movement restrictions, kidnapping of adults and children, biological warfare and enforced starvation (Paul 2006; Daschuk
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2013; Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada 2015; Royal
Commission on Aboriginal Peoples 1996). Ongoing settler-colonialism
threatens Indigenous Nations on Turtle Island, as well as peoples elsewhere (McAdam [Saysewahum] 2015; Yellowhead Institute 2019). In the
years between 2000 and 2020, the people of Iraq, Libya and Afghanistan,
for instance, have been subject to invasions and bombardments by the
Canadian military (Dobbin 2011; Engler 2013).
In this introduction and this book’s conclusion, we use the term
Turtle Island and Indigenous place names when referring to the lands
and waters, and prioritize Indigenous sovereignty and futures (Maracle
2017). We recognize that the term Turtle Island is not universal among
Indigenous Nations, yet is also widely used, and is our recognition, as
settlers, of ongoing dispossession as well as sovereignty of Indigenous
Nations (Coburn and Moore 2021). In this book, we use the term
Canada to refer to advocacy engaging with the settler-colonial state
and in communities of predominantly settlers. We also acknowledge
that, with few exceptions, advocacy for Palestine on Turtle Island has
not used Indigenous place names, and that until recently, and including in the chapters in this book, this continues to be the case. We are
still in the midst of a struggle to educate ourselves. We do recognize
that many persons refuse the exclusive binary conceptual form “settler/
Indigenous” with the idea that human mobility is possible without being settlers (Sharma 2020a, 2020b; Pete 2018; Sharma and Wright 2008).
While welcoming “innovative radical possibilities of relationality”
(Desai 2021: 14), and opposing “nationalist, racist politics of anti-mobility” (Sharma 2020b), we opt nevertheless to explicitly acknowledge the
complicity with ongoing settler-colonialism, even if not a conscious aim,
of newcomers or arrivants to Turtle Island (following the lead of Walia
2013 quoted above; see also Aikau et al. 2015; Byrd 2011; Razack 2015;
Fujikane and Okamura 2008; Lawrence and Dua 2005; Thobani 2007).
Much has changed since the days when Tabasharini embarked on her
months-long canoe journeys. She passed away on February 12, 1947.
Nine months later, without any authority or jurisdiction to do so, the
United Nations partitioned Palestine (Cattan 1973). Canada — particularly settlers from Britain — played a leading role (Kaplan 2009; Engler
2010). Close to one and a half million Palestinians were stripped of
citizenship when members of the international community ceased to
recognize their sovereignty (Abu-Zahra and Kay 2012). Today, ongoing

